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Abstract

Two balanced-integrator bandpass fIlters have been designed in a new technology called BIMOS-2 to provide
for frequency selectivity before demodulation of FM audio signals in a VHS VCR.
Existing transconduetor-C fIlters designed in BIMOS-1 teehnology, suffer from some major drawbacks that
can be solved by using tbe baIanced-integrator fIlter technique; high sensitivity to stray capacitors and poor
dynamic range (for small signals tbe signal-to-noise ratio is a problem for large signals tbere is excessive
distortion).
The prototype of tbe transconduetance-C fIlter is reviewed and minimized, yielding an enormous gain in chip
area.
Signal Flow Graph teehniques transform tbe passive ladder prototype sixth-order elliptic bandpass fIlters to an
active fIlter that uses balanced integrators as main building blocks.
MOS resistors are used instead of diffused resistors to obtain a voltage controlled time constant, thus
eliminating the effect of many fabrication and environmental variations.
Compensating capacitors account for phase shifts in MOS transistors due to intrinsic capacitances, while
balanced amplifiers are used to cancel all even order transistor non-linearities.
Applying a WfL dimension of 15/7.5 for tbe MOS resistors tbe influence of the compensation capacitor value
on the fIlter charaeteristics is minimal, while the gate voltage control range is sufficient to account for both
process as weIl as temperature variations.
The designed balanced amplifier meet the high gain-bandwidth requirement of about 600 MHz posed on it. A
compensation RC-network assures stability at high frequencies.
'Over-compensation' of the MOS resistors partly eliminates phase-shifts of the balanced amplifier, obtaining
an optimally flat fIlter design over the passband.
To assure temperature stability an extensive automatic tuning circuit is designed; over a temperature range
from 25 to 125 ·C and a supply voltage range from 4.75 to 5.5 Volt, a frequency shift of approximately
2 kHz is obtained.
A fIlter with expeeted good immunity to power supply and temperature variations, process variations and
parasitic capacitances was realised and simulation results are presented.
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1. Introduction

Continuous-Timt: BaJanct:d-Intt:grator Bandpass Filtt:rs In BIMOS-2

In integrated filter design many techniques are available to implement analogue, sampled-data or digital
filters.
Where the division hetween the analog and digital filters is located and which tecbnique is the most suitable
for a specitic application depends on power consumption and performance. Additionally production costs
have to he kept to a minimum, so the required chip-area should he minimized using a suitable teehnology.
In the case of a hi-ft VHS video-recorder FM sound recording is used for reproducing stereo sound with high
quality. Tbe two carrier frequencies of the modulated audio signals are 1.4 MHz and 1.8 MHz (in PAL
mode). To provide for frequency selectivity hefore demodulation of the two audio FM signals two analog
bandpass filters are required. Integration of the bandpass filters is attractive as they replace the large and
expensive LC-filters.
When integrating active RC-filters some difficulties have to he coped with.
Process, temperature and environmental variations, parasitics and fabrication tolerances put strong demands
on chip integration and predictability of performance.
A frrst implementation of the bandpass filters is made in a teehnology called BIMOS-1 using tuned
transconductors, so-called transconductor-C or OTA-C filters. Although these filters meet the specifications
they have several major drawbacks :

•
•
•

chip-area much too large

high sensitivity to stray capacitors

poor dynamic range

: ca. 3.4 mm2
;

: these capacitors directly shunt the integration capacitors;

- for small signals, signal-to-noise ratio is a problem;
- for large signals there is excessive distortion.

Tbe frrst problem probably can he solved by applying a new teebnology, called BIMOS-2, and by reviewing
the topology of the already implemented transconduetance-C filters.
A filter technique that seems to have an answer to the last two problems is the balanced-integrator teehnique :

• the balanced-integrator structure is inberently less insensitive to stray capacitors;

• the noise is merely determined by the resistors in the filter;

• the balanced structure eliminates a large part of the non-linearity in the filter.

In this report the usefulness of balanced integrators as the major building blocks for the VHS - FM audio
bandpass ftlters is examined.
Tbe simulation and test results of the bandpass ftlters designed in BIMOS-1 using transconductors, can
directly he compared to the bandpass ftlter design in BIMOS-2 based on balanced integrators.
In this way a good evaluation of the new technology BIMOS-2 is possible, while on the other band some of
the disadvantages of the 'old' transeonductance-C filter can he eliminated.
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The design objectives for the two bandpass filters were :

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

-3 dB Bandwidth (BW.3dB)

Centre frequencies (fd and f.,.,)

Stopband attenuation

Group delay variations in pass band

Temperature drift

Supply voltage

Power consumption

RMS noise voltage density at output port

Chip area

300 kHz

1.4 MHz 11.8 MHz

fç ±250 kHz > 9 dB
fç ±400 kHz > 30 dB

< 1IJ.s

< 200 ppmfK 25°C < T < 125 °C

4.75 V < V~p1y < 5.5 V

< 12 mAl 5 V

< 1.5 IJ.V I v'Hz

< 1 Olm?

The Signal Flow Graph (SFG) teehnique is used for designing the balanced-integrator filters. This technique
transforms a passive ladder prototype filter into an active fJlter which bas integrators as the basic unit. The
prototype chosen is presented in Sectïon 2, while the transition to a balanced-integrator configuration with the
SFG method is descrihed in Section 3.

High quality sound reproduction demands the control of the filter response lo he very accurate. Therefore
undesirable variations as mentioned above, have lo he taken into consideration. To obtain control of the filter
response, a variabie and controllable time constant is necessary within the filter. This is achieved by
introducing MOS transistors hehaving as voltage-controUed, variabie resistors. Section 4 presents the MOS
transistor as a variabie resistor, and describes some techniques lo compensate for stray capacitance and non
linearity effects.
Balanced amplifiers are used lo partly cancel some of the non-linearity effeets in the two fJlters.
The balanced amplifier is presented in Sectïon 5.

Automatic on-chip tuning is implemented for setting the two bandpass fJlters lo the desired frequencies every
time the VCR is switched on. In a bias circuit the value of the MOS-resistors in the fJlters is tuned with a
reference current. This current is aceurately generated by a DAC and enables the designer lo shift the fJlter
curves over the frequency axis at will. Thus improving the flexibility lo the above mentioned variations.
Besides the MOS resistor control voltage, the bias circuit also generates the DC voltage level of the filter and
the tail currents for theamplifiers. The lOtal bias circuit is presented in Section 6.

As a last step in the design, Sectïon 7 gives an overview of the layout of the test-chip.
Simulation results of the filter response under various conditions can he found in Sectïon 8, while also some
buffers are presented lo obtain a circuit which is testable from the outside.
FinaUy in Section 9 some conclusions are presented
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2. The LC - prototype filter

Continuous-Time Balanced-Inlegralor Bandpass Filters In BIMOS-2

ODe of the greatest drawbacks in integrated fllter design is the high sensitivity of the fllter performance to
tolerances on both the active and passive components. This high sensitivity can significantly he reduced
when the integrated fllter design is based on a doubly looded reactance network [1, p. 224-225] : an LC 
prototype fllter. In the flat passband of the doubly looded reactance ladder fllter the sensitivity of the loss to
component tolerances to a fmt approximation is zero.
The double termination with a lood resistor Rt. and a source resistor Rs represents the practical situation; a
fllter topology under working conditions is obtained.
In attempting to make integrated inductoriess fllters (inductors are not Iikely to he integrated) it is wise to
retain this unique property. This is done by designing a conventional doubly looded LC ladder fllter to meet
the specification, and simply replace each inductor in the fllter by an active counterpart.

The prototype fllter used in the fmt implementation of the bandpass fllters is given in figure 1.
This multiresonator prototype consists of two sections of three resonator circuits coupled by a gyrator. The
resonance circuits in the series branches are tuned to the frequencies of the zeroes of the transferfunction,
while the other four resonators are symmetrically detuned about the center frequency. This is called the
symmetrically detuned method or staggered tuning. It yields an optimally flat fllter design in the pass band.

FigUTe 1, LC-prototype-fllter of the transconductor-C fllter implementation

The fllter from figure 1 is of lOU' order. Furthermore a gyrator is needed as a lossless coupling hetween the
two sections. From simulation and measurement results of both prototype and transconductor-C fllters it
appeared that the fllter order needed to meet the specifications, could probably he less than 10; the fllter had
been 'over-specified' at some points.
Tracing back the origin of the prototype a schematic of the conventionaI passive LC-fllter was found which
was used as bandpass fllter in the audio part of the VCR hefore integration was a point of discussion.
However the order of this fllter was onIy 6, so the idea of decreasing the order of the fllter was fortified.

To design a bandpass fllter a lowpass prototype fllter is fJrSt determined. The impedance level and the 3-dB
cutoff-frequency of the lowpass prototype are the same as the impedance level and over-all 3-dB bandwidth
of the desired bandpass fllter. A lowpass fllter that met the specifications was found in a fllter table [2, p.
177] and is presented in figure 2 on the next page. The lowpass prototype fllter is a 31h order fllter and its
transfer- characteristic is a1so given in figure 2.
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L

Continuous-Time Balanced-llIlegrator Bandpas.s Filters In BIMOS-2

CJ = 1.0933
C2 = 0.1345
CJ = 1.0933
L = 1.0199

odB 1---____

-3 dB - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
,,,,,

-32 dB :--------------ï-----,,,

300 kHz 400 kHz

FigllTe 2, Lowpass fJlter prototype

The next step is to place a capacitor in series with all induetors and an inductor in parallel with all capacitors.

The values of these added components are chosen so that they resonate with the series inductor, or parallel
capacitor as the case may be, at frequencies which determine poles and zeroes of the transferfunction. The
fJlter topology obtained, can then be transfonned to the fmal prototype LC-fJlter of figure 3. This strueture is
a fih order elliptic fJlter. It bas 2 zeroes, determined by the resonator blocks in the series branch, and 6 poles.
An extensive deseription of all the steps taken in this transformation can be found in literature
[2, p. 154-160 ].

Rs = RL = 30 kO.
CJ = C4 = 18.75 pF
C2 = 3.125 pF

CJ = 2.5 pF
LJ = L4 = 0.688 mH
L2 = 8.106 mH
LJ = 3.132 mH

Figllre 3, Final LC-prototype of the 1.4 MHz bandpass fJlter

The most straightforward and surveyable fJlter design applies synchronously tuned resonators; the resonator
blocks in the parallel branches are tuned to the centre frequency (in this case 1.4 MHz and 1.8 MHz) and
each of the two resonator blocks in the series branch determines a fJlter zero.
These zeroes are located at frequencies symmetrically on bath sides of the eentre frequency. For the 1.4 MHz
fJlter these frequencies are 1.0 MHz and 1.8 MHz and for the 1.8 MHz fJlter the zeroes are located at 1.4
MHz and 2.2 MHz.
The resonant frequency is determined by :

f = 1
res 27T'JL/~

with : i=I,2,3,4 (1)

The impedance of the resonator circuits determines the transferfunction of the fJlter and depends on the
separate values of the L's and C's.
Transfonning the lowpass filter prototype to the bandpass fJlter structure, the fJlter curve and group delay
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show little peaking at one side of the band : the design is not optimally flat in the passband This is eaused
by the different transformation steps (approximations) and by the non-ideallowpass ftlter prototype. To
obtain an optimally flat design over the passband the L's and C's (the impedances of the resonator circuits)
were adjusted. This adjusbDent was mainly applied to the resonator circuits which generate the two zeroes of
the ftlter (series branch).
The optimized values for the inductors and eapacitors are given in figure 3 in the case of the 1.4 MHz ftlter.
The LC-prototype of the 1.8 MHz ftlter cao easily he derived from the prototype of the 1.4 MHz ftlter by
means of frequency sealing. The topology of this ftlter together with the optimized values for the L's and C's
is given in figure 4.

Ra = RL = 30k{}
Cl = C4 = 14.583 pF
C2 = 2.917 pF
C3 = 2.431 pF
Ll = L4 = 0.535 mB
L2 = 4.433 mB
L3 = 2.153 mB

Figrue 4. LC-prototype of the 1.8 MHz bandpass ftlter

To get an idea of the Quality-factor of the poles in both ftlters the pole-zero diagrams are presented in figure
5 on the next page. From this figure it follows that the highest value of the Q-factor for the 1.4 MHz ftlter is
approximately 23 and for the 1.8 MHz ftlter in the order of 25.

1.4 MHz

PI lil = -9.82 '10 -2 I 0.992 i

Pz/i2 = -4.64'10 -2 I 1.095 i

P31P~ = -4.46'10-2 I 0.913 i

ni/n'l = I 0.720 i

nz/n'2 = I 1.284 i

Alm
n2

P2
x

PI X

X
P3

nl

Re

n l

,
P3 X

PI X

X

P2
,

n2

1.8 MHz

pi/il = -1.03 '10-1 I 0.995 i

Pz/i2 = -4.17'10-2I 1.077 i

P3 Ip~ = -4.16 '10-2 I 0.925 i

ni/n'l = I 0.780 i

nz/n'2 = I 1.230 i

Figrue 5. pole-zero diagram of both bandpass ftlters (1.4/1.8 MHz)
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The design method described above (Iowpass to bandpass transformation) is the general way to design a
bandpass fIlter. In this case however, as mentioned before, there was a1ready an external non-integrated
passive LC-fIIter available. Because this fIlter served the application, the specifications given in Section 1 are
based on the characteristics in the data-sheets of this fIlter.
To obtain an equal topology as in figures 3 and 4 some transformations have to be applied to the circuit of
the passive LC-fIIter. The values for the inductors and capacitors and thus the resulting fIlter characteristics
are aImost equal to the bandpass filter obtained by the lowpass to bandpass transformation procedure.
Differences occur because of the approximations used in the transformation steps. Sealing the impedances of
the resonant circuits leads to exactly the same fIlter curves.

The optimized fmal transfer-charaeteristics and gr~delay variations of both prototype fIlters are presented
in appendix 1 figures 1 and 2, page AI.
Applying these two f? order elliptic bandpass fIlters, the same specifications are met as in the case of the lOU'
order prototype.
Comparison of the two different prototypes from figures 1 and 3 can only lead to the conclusion that revision
of the fll'St prototype yields an enormous gain in chip-area.
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3. Signal Flow Graph method

In the transconductance-C fIlter, the inductors in the LC-prototype are transfonned to gyrator-capacitor
combinations. The gyrators in turn are composed of two eross-coupled transconduetors.
Integrator methods see the capacitor as an integrator of current and the inductor as an integrator of voltage.
In an LC-resonance circuit for example, the capacitor current is integrated to a capacitor voltage. The
capacitor voltage is also the inductor voltage and is integrated to an inductor current. This current bas the
opposite sign of the capacitor current. So there is a closed-loop : integration-integration-inversion.
Similarly, starting from an LC-prototype filter, the network equations and the descriptive equations for the
elements can he implemented in a Signal Flow Graph (SFG).

Balanced-integrator fIlters are based on the conversioo of capacitors and inductors of the passive
LC-prototype into an active form suitable for integration.
In a SFG there are only elementary operations like additions, subtractions and integrations.
Each voltage and each current is represented by a vertex. Each of these vertices is in turn defmed as a
summation and integration of other terms multiplied by a constant.

Taking a close look at the LC-prototype fIlters ODe expects a high influence of the parasitic capacitor at the
node hetween the two resonance circuits in the series branch of figmes 3 and 4. This influence however is
eliminated by the use of balanced integrators as will he shown in Seetion 4.3.

In order to let the SFG-method work, the series capacitors ~ and CJ are converted to capacitors in the
parallel branches. This conversion leads to multiplicative terms which may he arranged so as to obtain a
feedback (or forwards) from the output of ODe integrator into the input of the next.
The use of the so-caUed transcapacitors is depicted in figme 6, where the erossed capacitances are presented
by dashed lines. More about the transcapacitor method can he found in [3].

Vu Vu

V; i/(t R. iu L2 V2 iu L3 Vu

'/f,~::,//

)~:C2 """" 0'
+
Û

ICI +C2 Ic2+c3 I e3+c4

Figlll'e 6, use of transcapacitors : elimination of capacitors in series-branche

In figure 6 some voltage nodes and current branches are depieted to enable an easy transformation to a Signal
Flow Graph. The SFG of the circuit is given helow (figure 7).
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Figure 7, Signa! Flow Graph of the final prototype bandpass ftlter

For DC the 4 crossed transcapacitors (dashed lines) can he omitted (open circuits).

Looking at the transferfunctions from node VI to node Icl +c2 and from node Vu to node 1c3+c4 , thus solving for
the two loops A and B yields :

transfer function V.- f.:J+c2

(2)

For DC (s=jc..>=O) these two transferfunctions are zero and there will he an open circuit hetween the nodes.
So some integrators will have no DC feedback path. Thos any offset voltage at the input of the amplifiers
will he amplified by the total gain and williead to instability. More about this DC - instability problem can
he fOlmd in [4, p. 3~314].
'!he problem can he solved by eliminating two nodes in the circuit : 11.2 and 11.3.
This is done by simply writing out the network equations solving for the two nodes to he eliminated.

'!he SFG of figure 8 results, where ~j stands for :

L~.L .. = __J_
U L.+L.

I J

(3)

Note that the four crossed transcapacitors are not shown in this figure.
Now every pair of nodes bas only one branch connecting them (no loops) and every integrator bas its

feedback path.

'!he fmal SFG of figure 8 can now he transformed to a balanced-integrator configuration.
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v,

Continuous-Tim~ Balanc~d-Int~gTatoT Bandpass Filt~TS In BIMOS-2

v.
+1 ·1 -1

-1

-1

l/R,

+1

l/s(C,+Cz)

FigllTe 8, modified SFG : elimination of DC-instability

In order to get a clear picture of the transfonnation procedure, a simple SFG is transfonned to an integrator
structure as an example (figure 9).

+a

I/sL

-b

+c

I/sC

-d

Figu.re 9, simple SFG example

The coefficients a,b,c and d are constants just like the constants in the SFG of figure 8.
Because the fJlter will operate with voltage signals, all vertex variables have dimensions of voltage. This is
obtained by multiplying all eurrents (11 and 12) in figure 9 by R. In an integrator structure the input voltages
generate an integrator eurrent by means of resistors. This eurrent is then integrated and generates the output
voltage of the integrator. So in the SFG all the voltage nodes must generate an integrator eurrent. The
branches to an input of an integrator must therefore he divided by R. Applying these steps to the SFG of
figure 10 can he derived, which is exactly the same as the SFG in figure 9.

9
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+a/R

Jf/sL

COMnuous-Timt! Balanct!d-IfIlt!gralor Bandpass Filtt!rs In BIMOS-2

-b/R

I/sC

VI = /1· R +c/R -tVR

Figure 10, fmal SFG for the simple example

Now this SFG can easily he transfonned to the integrator structure of figure 11.

LiJf
,---------i t-----,

+

+

-Rib

Figure 11, integrator equivalent circuit for the fmal SFG

The structure in figure 11 is a single-ended structme. Extension to a balanced-integrator structure can he
obtained very simpie. As will he shown lateron the fully-balanced configmation bas some advantages over
the single-ended one. Negative resistors for example can easily he implemented by applying a cross-coupling.
Following the same steps as in figures 9 to 11 the fmal SFG of figure 8 can he transformed to the fmal
design of the balanced-integrator bandpass-fIlter. This design is presented on the next page.
The component values can he determined using the SFG's of figures 3 (1.4 MHz fIlter) or 4 (1.8 MHz fIlter)
and the transformation example described in figures 9 to 11.
Note that some resistor values depend on inductor values of the prototype. This is due to the elimination of
the two nodes in the SFG as descrihed in figure 8. Later on this turns out to he a little disadvantage in the
design.
The actual component values are not given here because the next step in the fIlter design is the scaling of the
capacitor and resistor values in the fIlters.
Through sealing, all amplifiers in the fIlter will approximately have the same output voltages and the
capacitor values cao he scaled in a suitable range for integration.
The outputs of the amplifiers must he scaled to increase the dynamic range of the fIlter; when no sealing is
applied sorne amplifiers will saturate, while other amplifiers have an output voltage which is far helow this
saturation voltage. Thus the dynamic range can he improved by a more equally distributed excitation of the
amplifiers in the fIlter.
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FigllTe 12, fmal design of tbe (f> order elliptic active bandpass fJlter
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The protOtype component values are ttansformed to the resistor and capacitor values of the balanced
integrator ftlters by means of the ttansformation procedure described above.

Simulations of the balanced-integrator ftlters using ideal amplifiers show that the transferfunction of the
balanced-integrator structure is the same as its prototype.
The ttansferfunctions of both ftlters are given in figures 1 and 2 of appendix 2, page A2.

The Signal Flow Graph method turned out to he a very convenient and surveyable ttansformation algorithm
in the design of balanced-integrator ftlters based on LC-prototypes.
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4. MOS resistors

4.1 Introduction

Continuous-Time Balanced-Integrator &mdpass Filters In BIMOS-2

From Section 2 it followed that, to meet the design objectives, at least a (f> order bandpass ftIter is required.
The highest values of the Quality Factors of the poles of bath ftIters (1.4 and 1.8 MHz) are in the order of
23 and 25, while the centte of the pass-bands are located at rather high frequencies.
When using fIXed element values (capacitors and resistors ftxed) problems will arise. Due to process and
temperature variations the element value can change up to approximately 30 %. The time constant, 't .. RC,
of the integrators therefore, is neither fIXed nor conttolled.
To achieve a controllable time constant the fIXed e1ements have to he replaced by adjustabie elements. In this
case MOS transistors operating in the triode region are used as voltage-controlled resistors, as suggested by
Tsividis [5, p. 644-651].
Although MOS transistors are more sensitive to process and temperature variations than diffused f1Xed
resistors, their value is voltage controlled, thus obtaining an adjustabie time constant.

In non-saturation the drain eurrent of a MOS transistor is given by :

[drain = /3{(Va-VB-Vj'B-c/>s')(VD -VS>

-![( V
D

- Vs')2_( Vs- Vs')2]
2

3 3

-ly[( VD - VB+c/>s') 2 -( Vs- VB+c/>s')2]}
3

with :

(4)

/3

y

(5)

where VG' VB' V0' Vs are the gate, substrate, drain and source potentials with respect to ground.
Wand L are the channel width and length, I.L is the carrier effective mobility in the channel, VFB is the f1at
band voltage, NA is the substrate doping concentration, COl is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, es is
the silicon dieleetric constant, q is the electron charge and 4>B is the approximate surface potential in strong
inversion for zero backgate bias. It is assumed that the source and drain voltages Vs and V0 never hecome
toa low to forward bias the drain and the source junctions and never become toa high to drive the device into
saturation.
The 3/2 power terms in (4) cao he expanded in Taylor series with respect to Vs and Vo. Then Idraln cao he
written in the generaI form :

(6)
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The coefficients 3; are independent of VI and V2 and are fimctions of the gate and substrate potentials (Vc
and VrJ and all the process and physical parameters involved in the making of the device. The inverse of
(~aJ2) is the small-signal resistance R of the transistor. This resistance is given by :

1 L L (7)

In (7), VT is the threshold voltage.
The value of RMOS may he varied with Vc (the control voltage at the gate of the MOS transistor); therefore,
for small signaIs, the MOS transistor can he used as a voltage-controlled resistor.
AD extensive derivation of the above swnmarized formulas can he found in [6, p. 190-196].

The resistor obtained by operating a MOS transistor in the triode region is far from ideal.
Therefore other factors must he considered when applying MOS resistors in high-frequency filters :

• although there is a dominant linear term in the relation hetween MOS resistance and the gate voltage
there are higher order terms, see expression (6), also present in the relation which can give rise to non
linearities in the resistor;

• the channel to gate capacitance and channel to substrate capacitance of the MOS transistors gives rise

to impedance variations.

4.2 Non-linearity cancellation

The problem of non-linearities in the resistor can partly he compensated for by the use of balanced
integrators in the design in stead of single-ended integrators as will now he described.
According to expression (6) the MOS drain eurrent is related to the voltage aeross the transistor by a
polynomial expression determined by the coefficients 3;. The fJrst order term of (6) suggests the resistance to
he given by expression (7); this value however will he subject to variations hecause of the higher order
nonlinear terms. For large signals these deviations from linearity produce excessive second-order harmonic
distortion which limits the dynamic range. It can he shown that the most significant deviation from linearity
is caused by the second-order term in (6), with coefficient ~.
For an ideal integrator the relation hetween in- and output is given by :

t

__I JV. dt
RC I

-Cl>

(8)

Consider replacing the integrator resistor by a MOS transistor whose small-signal channel resistance is given
by (7). Using relation (6) with ~ad2 ... I/R :

t t

__I_J ~ dt - JLJ(~ VJ+~ VJ+ ..... )dt
RC 2C

-GD -GD

(9)
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The rIlSt tenn in (9) represents the ideal response of the integrator as in (8) and the second one represents the
error due to transistor non-linearities.
IC the second-order tenn &zVI

2 in (9) could he eliminated, the remaining integrator output error due to the
higher order terms would he eonsiderably less.
The caneellation of the second-order tenn using balanced integrators will now he derived and is depieted in
figure 13.

c

-V; ----1~

C
Figure 13, balanced integrator using MOS resistors

Assuming the amplifier in figure 13 to have symmetrie output voltages about the ground potential (balanced
outputs) and an infinite gain and zero offset voltage, the two inputs of the operational amplifier are at the
same potential V& (not virtual ground in general).
Writing the Kirehhoffs Voltage Law (KVL) equations for the two outputs:

t

Voot (t) = - ~J /DJ dl + Vz
-QO

- Vout(t)

t

-~J /D2 dl + Vz
-QO

(10)

The solution for V00\ is obtained by subtraeting the two expressions in (10) :

t

Vout (t) = - 21cJ (/DJ-/D~dl
-QO

The values of I.il and I.sz are given according to (6) :

f3{ 2 2 3 3 }- a l [ l-j- Vz] +az[ l-j - V~] +8:J[ l-j - Vz] + .......
2

~{al[(- V)- Vz]+az[(- 1-7)- ~]+8:J[(- V})- V;] + ....... }

When these currents are subtraeted, all the even order tenns in Vi and all the tenns in V& cancel out :

Sinee the tenns containing a3, as, .... are mueh smaller than the linear one, the right-hand side of (13) is

(11)

(12)

(13)
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practicaUy linear in Vi' Thus hom equations (11) and (13) the integrator expression is given by :

t

V
out

(t) .. __1_JV. dtRe I
-lil

(14)

This result proves that the fully balanced integrator of figure 13 bas practically the same transferfunction as
an ideal integrator given by relation (8), even for large signals. It is emphasized that the circuit developed is
not a differential scheme since it does oot act on the difference of two arbitrary signaIs, say Va and Vb;

instead, Va" Vi and Vb .. -Vi' The circuit thus accepts Olie balanced input (VJ and -VI) and produces Olie

balanced OUtput (VOO/. and -V~. The fully balanced amplifier will he point of discussion in the ooxt section.
As can he seen from the SFG in figure 8 or the total filter design in figure 12 multiple input integrators are
needed. Now the circuit operates on two independent large signals : Vil and V12' performing the integral of
their difference. In a complete analogous fashion to the previous analysis, it can he shown that the transistors
of each pair cancel their non-linearities among themselves independendy of the others, just as hefore.

4.3 Compensation ofparasitic capacitances

In the previous analysis only the resistive part of the channel was considered and therefore, strictly speaking,
the results derived there are only valid at DC.
The capacitances associated with the MOS transistor are divided in extrinsic and intrinsic ooos. The former
are due to the drain and source depletion regions and to the gate-diffusion overlap. The second category is
formed by the distributed capacitances hom the channel to the gate and to the substrate. These capacitances
together with the channel resistance form an intrinsic time constant of the device which will influence the
frequency response of the ftlter.
In figure 14 an integrator configuration is presented in which the extrinsic capacitances are lumped in four
capacitors.

C~
CI Vc

Cf ~
VO/I/V; +

-v; -VO/I/

I ~
c{'

Figure 14, extrinsic parasitic capacitances of the MOS resistors
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The two capacitors at the input of the integrator (CA and CS> have a negligible influence on the operation of
the stage, hecause they are connected to low impedance nodes : the input nodes are driven by good voltage
sources (operational amplifiers designed to drive resistors). The other two extrinsic parasitic capacitances (Cc
and CD) do not interfere with the operation : the capacitances are identical (identical MOS resistors) and they
are connected to identical voltages (ground and the amplifiers common mode input voltage), so their currents
wiU he equal. The combined error of these currents in the integrator output is zero (the fully balanced
integrator structure inherently rejects common-mode input signals).

Actually any mismateh hetween the two capacitances would give an error. However, this error is negligible
hecause the integrator capacitors are much larger than the parasitic capacitances and the common-mode input
voltage of the fully balanced amplifiers is very small.
So the fully balanced-integrator configuration is inherently insensitive to extrinsic parasitic capacitances.
The distributed inlrinsic parasitic capacitances have to he compensated for. They can he modelled in the
MOS resistor model by an infinite RC-transmission line, with an infinite amount of time constants and thus
having an inïmite phase-shift.
The compensation of these capacitances can he done in several ways :

• applying a compensating capacitor hetween the source and drain contacts of the MOS transistor,

• using a cross-coupled MOS transistor configuration.

From the inlrinsic parasitic capacitances the channel to gate capacitance is the most dominant. lts effect can
he modelled as a negative capacitance across the channel [7, p. 862-875]. The value of this capacitance is

CcJ6 where Cc. is the channel to gate intrinsic capacitance. This is iUustrated in figure 15.

Figure 15, modelling of the intrinsic parasitic capacitances in a MOS resistor

From figure 15 it follows that a frrst order compensation can he obtained by shunting the MOS resistor with

an equal capacitor of value +CcJ6.
Improvement by higher order compensation is expected to he very small.
The compensating capacitor thus compensates for phase shifts in the MOS resistor caused by non-idealities in
the transistor; the high-frequency performance is improved.

In figure 16 an integrator configuration is presented using cross-coupled MOS resistors.

Assuming that the two couples of transistors controlled by the same voltage (VCl or VCl) are equal, some
expressions for the currents in figure 16 can he derived applying equatiODS (4) to (7).

The following relations hold :

IDJ + ID2 = Ic
IDJ + ID4 = Ic

~1[al(-y;-vx)+~(l1-V;)+ ]+~2[bl(Y;-VX)+~(11-V;)+ ] sqvx-V.)

~2[bl(-Y;-V)+~(V;-V;)+ ]+~I[al(v,.-vx)+~(V;-V;)+ ] = sqvx+V.)

(IS)
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v;
Im

VII+
Vt

-V; + -VII

Figure 16, compensation of non-ideal effects by cross coupling

Substracting of the expressions (15) yields :

13)[-8) Vj-"J vJ- ]+132[b) Vj+b.J vJ+ ] (16)

Where al = 2(VCl - VT) and b) = 2(Vc:z - VT)' In allother factors 3; and ~ onIy process parameters oceur,
they are independent of the gate control voltages VCl and Vc. When all four transistor (two pairs) are equal
(3; = bi and all ~-factors are the same) expression (16) can he simplified to :

t

Vu = ~(Va- Vd JVj dl
-OD

'!he equivalent MOS resistance achieved by applying the cross-coupled transistor-structure of figure 16 is
now given by :

(17)

(18)

Note that in this case all the nonlinear terms, even and odd, cancel out. In practice this cancellation will
never he perfect because there is some transistor mismateh.
Another advantage of the cross-coupled configuration is that the circuit of figure 16 inherently compensates
for the phase shifts in the MOS resistors due to the channel gate parasitics and thus no extra compensating
capacitor is needed in the ftlter design. '!he inherent compensation of this parasitic capacitor can he found in
literature [7, p. 862-875].
The most important drawback of the cross coupled configuration is the need for integrator amplifiers which
have a high De gain. '!he effective resistor value is generated by the parallel circuit of two resistors, one
with a positive value and ODe with a negative value. IC, for example, a resistor of 30 kC is required, this can
he rea1ised with a resistor of +20 kC and ODe of -60 kC in parallel: 1/30 = 1/20 - 1/60.
The amplifiers in the ftlter have to he designed to drive all these resistors in parallel, resuIting in a very low
ohmic lood. The balanced amplifier is described in Section 5. '!here it is shown that the required amplifier
can not he rea1ised. This is the main reason why the single compensated MOS transistor bas been chosen as a
voltage controlled resistor.
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Below the most important differences of the two compensation methods are summarized :

Single MOS transistor with compensation capacitor:

• just one control voltage required and thus relatively easy to tune;
• if a suitable compensation is available (another MOS capacitor) a small chip-area is used;
• no extra demands on amplifier performance with respect to De gain;
• the resistor value depends on the source voltage i.e. the input voltage of the amplifier;

• if balanced integrators are used onIy the even non-Iinearities cancel out;
• onIy one resistor contributes to the noise;
• the compensation by a capacitor is not perfect, there will a1ways he some phase shift.

Cross-eoupled transistor conjiguration :

• two control voltages are required (tuning);

• more components needed (chip area);
• the resistor value (expression 18) onIy depends on the difference of two control voltages, therefore the

control range is expected to he Iarger than in the case of a single compensated transistor;
• integrator amplifiers have to he designed to drive a very low ohmic lood;

• no compensating capacitor is needed;
• both, even and odd, non-linearities cancel out and thus the dynamic range is improved;
• contribution to noise from two resistors (in parallel);
• very close matching is required to obtain cancellation of non-linearities and to compensate the non

idealities.

4.4 NMOS or PMOS transistors, WjL - ratio

The transistor type chosen to implement a MOS resistor (N- or P-type) depends on the available voltage
swing of the control voltage. From expression (7) it follows that the resistance value is controlled by the
factor Vga - VT• The source voltage V. of the MOS resistor is the same as the input voltage of the amplifiers.
The input voltage of an amplifier in turn equals its output voltage.
ODe of the ftlter specifications given in Section 1 demands the supply voltage to he in the range of
4.75 < VouppIy < 5.5 Volt.

When applying NMOS transistors the source voltage (and thus the amplifiers output voltage) bas to he as low
as possible, while the gate control voltage is to he tuned to a theoretical maximum given by the supply
voltage (worst case 4.75 V).
At this way a maximum voltage swing for the gate control voltage is obtained. A simple calculation yields
for the available range of the gate control voltage (for the minimum and maximum values of the source
voltage he referred to Section 5 : fully balanced amplifier in BIMOS 2, while body-effects and temperature
variations are not taken into account) :
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VJ,IIIiD : Vas > VT.JIIU ... VJ,IIIiD .. Vs,miD + VT,DIU :::: 2.00 + 0.94 .. 2.94 V,
Va.mu: : Vg,max < VIUpply,mlD .. 4.75 V

Thus : 2.94 < VI < 4.75 Volt, a range of less than 1.81 Volt.

In the case of PMOS transistors expression (7) still holds except for the signs of the voltages applied. Now
the source voltage bas to he set to a maximum, while the gate control voltage has a theoretical minimum of
oV. The available range of the gate control voltage is :

VJ,IIIiD>OV,
Va.mu: < Vl,m\D + VT,DIU • 3.17 - 1.27 • 1.9 V

The control range is approximately 1.9 Volt. By applying PMOS instead of NMOS resistors the control range
of the gate voltage is almost the same. For higher supply voltages the use of PMOS resistors yields a larger
control range, so PMOS transistors are chosen to implement the voltage controlled resistors in the fllter.

The only design variables for the MOS resistance in (7) are the channel dimensions (W and L).
Ideallyall resistors in the two bandpass fllters would have the same value, so that varying the control voltage
will change each resistor value by the same amount (every resistor bas the same W and L). In the SFG of
figure 7 all resistors can he sca1ed to have only three different values hecause all vertex coefficients are +1 or
-1 (or integrators). These three different values are based on just one nomina! resistor value of 30 kO : the
nominal value (30 kOl, a parallel circuit of 2 nominal resistors (15 kOl and a series circuit of 2 nominal
resistors (60 kOl. In this way the good matching properties will not he lost
The value for the nominal resistor is chosen to he 30 kO, because from simulations it follows that with this
resistor value the dynamic range and capacitor scaling for bath fllters are possible.
As shown, the elimination of the DC-instability leads to the SFG of figure 8 in which some vertex variables
depend on inductor values of the prototype, resulting in resistor values which cannot he scaled to only three
different values. Because there is only one control voltage the resistor values which differ from the three
'standard' resistors have to he made by sealing the channel dimensions and thus the resistors will not he
matched as closely as in the case of equal W's and L's.
When choosing the transistor dimensions there are a few considerations to he made :

• the WfL ratio bas to he chosen so that every process and/or temperature variation in the MOS
transistor can he tuned by the gate control voltage within the available range;

• the transistor dimensions have to he minimized as they determine the value of the compensating
capacitor and thus determine the order in which this capacitor influences the fllter design;

• some resistor values are not based on the nominal resistor value and the smallest step in W and L
dimensions is flXed to a grid of 0.5 ~, so the transistor dimensions have to he large enough to realise
these resistors accurately;

• deereasing the transistor sizes, the process spread increases;

• small transistors have bad matching properties.

Apparently a compromise bas to he obtained in the choice of Wand L dimensions and WfL ratio.
The maximum allowable tolerance level of the resistors in the fllter is determined by simulation and is
approximately 1 %.
Using a simulation program called MOSCA a decision on the transistor dimensions is easy to make. With
MOSCA one can simulate the MOS transistor hehaviour under various conditions; for example a 'worst' and a
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'best' case around the nominal values can he selected and temperature variations of the MOS parameters are
taken into account
From these simulations it follows that in worst case a WfL-ratio of 2 is sufficient for the gate control voltage
to he within the prescrihed range over a temperature range from 0 to 125 ·C.
From the deviations ca1eulated by MOSCA (sd(Vt) and sd(Beta)) one can calculate the tolerance levels of the
different MOS transistors. It turns out that with W-15 and L-7.5 the matching is smaller than 1 %, while on
the other hand differing resistor values can he rea1ised accurately.

The value for the compensating capacitor for the single MOS resistor can now he ca1eulated. The channel to
gate capacitance is given by :

(19)

In (19), Tm: stands for the oxide thiclcness of the MOS gate, Er is the relative dielectric constant of Si02 (3.9)
and Eo - 8.85418 '10-15 F/m.
Applying expression (19) the value of the compensating capacitor is calculated to he 32 CF.
In the next section the balanced amplifier will he introduced. This amplifier suffers excess phase shift due to
the effect of a non-dominant pole as will he shown in Section 5. The excess phase shift can partly he
compensated for by the use of a larger compensating capacitor. Simulations have been performed, yielding an
optimal value for the compensating capacitor of 40 CF. The circuits of the three unit resistors of 30 kO,
15 kO and 60 kO are given in appendix 9 figures 1 to 3 page A14. Note that in the circuits two equal
resistors are rea1ised due to the balanced structure of the filters.
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5. The fully balanced amplifier

501 Introduction

From the previ01JS sectioos it is clear toot a fully balanced ftlter structure bas to he preferred over a single
ended configuration; by using the balanced structure, inherent cancellation of even order non-linearities is
provided and common mode signals are rejected.
The amplifier should accept OM balanced input (VI and -VI) and correspondingly produce OM balanced
output (VcU. and -Veu.>. That is, a signaI should he generated with a phase of both 0' and 180'.

The main building block for a ladder type active ftlter is an integrator.
Up to now these integrators were assumed to he ideal; the amplifiers have infmite gain and bandwidth. The
quality factor of an ideal integrator is infmite.
For a real integrator however with fmite DC gain Aa the dominant pole is pushed from the origin (ideal case)
to wJAa, where Wo is the unity-gain frequency of the integrator. Also, it may have one or more high
frequency non-dominant poles.
The fmite DC gain causes phase lead (phase shift of the integrator < 90°, for example 89°) at unity-gain
frequency and the non-dominant poles result in excess pbase shift (phase shift of the integrator > 90', for
example 90.2°).
The effect of these two pbase errors on the bandpass ftlter hehaviour is illustrated in figure 17.
More about these errors can he found in [8, p. 939-948].

dB

o

\
\

\

\

\
\

\

\
\

\

\

\

\

\

--- ideal amplifiers
................. excess phase

- - - - - phase lead

1.11.00.9
fAJ/fAJo

Figllre 17, effect of phase lead and excess phase shift on ftlter characteristics

To get an idea of the requirements of the amplifier the deterioration of the bandpass ftlter curves due to the
phase errors have been simulated. In appendix 3 figure I, page A3 the DC-gain of the amplifier is varied
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while the bandwidth of the amplifier is kept infmite. The effect of decreasing Aa is a phase-lead as stated
hefore and results in a degrading bandpass filter curve. From the figure the minimal DC gain is determined to
he at least 500.
Figure 2 appendix 3, page A3 shows that moving of the non-dominant pole to lower frequencies leads to
excess phase shift and results in peaking of the bandpass filter characteristic.
At this way the minimal gain-bandwidth (GB) product specification for the amplifiers was determined at
700 MHz. The DC-gain should he at least 500 or 54 dB at the centte frequency of 1.4 MHz.

5.2 Transconductance enhancement

First a simple differential pair as shown in figure 18 will he examined.

When applying a balanced input signaI voltage to the circuit of figure 18, a signa! current i will flow,
generating two balanced output voltages.
Assuming all transistors to he identical and considering a differential voltage IJ. V across the two input
terminals, then

IJ. V =

IJ. V =

IJ. V =

2/~. +j
VTln(~)

21bias-I (20)

where i is the signal current and VT .. kT/q.
Applying : Ln(l + x) ::: X and Ln(l - x) ::: -x for x < 1 expression (20) turns to :

j j j
IJ. V = Vrl-+-] = VrC-)

2/bias 2/bi&ç I bias

Thus the transconductanee of the differential circuit from figure 18 is :

G - l bias
diff - m. V

T

(21)

(22)
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The De gain is given by : Ao .. 0m,diIf Rt.
Thus for a gain of 500 and Rt. .. 2- 20 kO .. 40 kO, the tail current CaD he calcuIated :

Ao V. 4x5OOx25-1O-3
l tail = 41bias = 4__T = = l.25mA

RL 40-103
(23)

Reviewing the ftlter specifications this kind of taiI current is not acceptabie, regarding the specification for
the power dissipation.
Moreover the lood resistance in (23) is set ideally to 20 kO, while in the ftlter structure this resistanee is
much smaller Oowest resistance in ftlter is 7.5 kO), thus further increasing the tail current is required

The gain Ao CaD he increased by increasing the transconductance Om of the amplifier_ A circuit which
increases the Om without at the same time increasing the tail current ltall required, is presented in figure 19_

Figllre 19, cross-coupled transistors to increase transconductance

Again all transistors are assumed to he identical. In this circuit the transconduetance is increased by means of
two cross coupled transistors T5 and T6. The two transistors hehave Iike a negative resistance, thus partly
eliminating the (positive) emitter resistances of the input transistors Tl and TI and thereby increasing the
transconductance.
The transconductance CaD he derived using figure 19.
When a voltage difference av across the input terminals is applied just Iike in the case depicted in figure 18
then:

av=
av=

av=

(24)

Using Ln(1 + x) =x and Ln(l - x) =-x for x < 1 :

av= v. [2(/+1)_2(/-1)]::::: 2VT(4i)
T f3(/-1) f3(/+1) f3 1

(25)
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applying i2 < 12
, yielding a transconductance of :

G = f31
m.CIDSS 8 Vr

Continuous-Time Balanced-Integrator Bandpass Filters In BIMOS-2

(26)

Note that in figure 19 the tail eurrent ~ - 41.
The increase of the transconductance with respect to the simple differential circuit of figure 18 is P/8.
The gain Aa .. Gm,CIOIO ~ .. 500 can now be achieved by applying a tail current of

I " = 4xI = 4x 8 VA = 80~
18/1 f3R

L

Now a rather smaU tail eurrent is sufficient to obtain the DC-gain required.

5.3 Negative input resistance

(27)

In figure 19 the two cross-coupled transistors T5 and T6 behave like negative impedances, partly eliminating
the emitter-resistances of transistors Tl and 1'2 and thus increasing the transconductance of the amplifier
stage.
Because of the negative impedance of the cross coupled pair, the input impedance of the amplifier becomes
negative. This can be shown by means of the circuit given in figure 20.

~+ ~ V
-R-E---1f3,~cY13c+}--]-T---2cyr-=R}--E-'----R-E-c~f3,=Y13J--+]- ,-

2ifkE

Figure 20, model of the cross-coupled configuration

With :

(28)
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and starting from node Va in figure 20 one 'sees' :

• the emitter resistance of transistor Tl;

• the base of transistors TI and T4 (factor ~);

• the collector from transistor T3.

ContinuOllS-Timt! Balanced-Integrator Bandpass Filters In BIMOS-2

The circuit in figure 20 is symmetric (fully balanced amplifier design) and thus it can he split up in two
identical circuits as in figure 21.

RM+l

-RE Wf3-1

Figure 21, one side of the symmetrical circuit

The transferfunction from node VI to node Va can he calculated :

{JRe
3-{J

Vx = -{J-R-e--'-{J-R-
e
~ =

--+--
3-{J {J+ 1

1

3-{J V. == I!.. v.
1 1 1 4 1

--+--
3-{J (J+ 1

(29)

So the gain from VI to Va is ~/4.

The transconductance is now given by :

G = I!..G = JiJfJIiI
m,tet 4 m,T2 16 V.

T

(30)

Because in this case the circuit is split up in 2 identical parts, the lood resistance must he looked at, single
sided (not differential as in figures 18 and 19).
So expression (30) is exactly the same as in the first calculation, expression (26).
The input impedance is given by :

z. = ~ = {JRe == -4Re =
mp /B,TI I-I!..

4

4 -4 V.= __T

Gm,TI {TI
(31)

So the input impedance is negative and depends on the current through the input transistors.
For a tail eurrent Iun of 800 !LA, Ic.Tl = 200 !LA and so~ = -SOO Q.

If this amplifier is used in an integrator configuration this integrator will he unstable. However in the fJlter
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structure the integrators have multiple feedback paths for De, yielding a stabie ftIter circuit

In figure 22 the voltage Vz can he expressed as :

Rinp

Figure 22, influence of a negative input impedance on stability

(32)

When Ru., < 0 and IRu., I < R, ,the voltage Vz is negative leading to instability for the integrator. On the
other hand woon IRmpl > R, the voltage Vz bas a positive value.
Decreasing the current through the input transistors Tl and 12 will inerease the (negative) input impedance
and eventually the integrator will he stabie.
In figure 23 a circuit is presented in which the currents through the input transistors and the currents through
the inner differential pair are scaled with a factor m : the emitter areas are scaled with a factor m.

Figure 23, current splitting of the input transistor and inner differential output pair

In a similar fashion as described above the transconductance Gm,tol and input impedance Zmp can he caI
culated :

G ::::: m(/3 +m)Itai/
m,fDI 4(m+1)2 V

T
2f3(m+l)Re

Zinp::::: m+2-f3

(33)
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Now the DC gain (Ac> - Gm,1llI RJ is 1517 (= 63.6 dB) and the input impedance Zq, becomes -26.4 kC.
The DC transfer curves for the 'simpIe' differential pair, the cross-coupled configuration with equal emitter
areas and the cross-coupled configuration with emitter-area sealing with a factor m, are given in one figure in
appendix 4 figure 4 page AS.
The transconductance value is given by the slope of the curves : it is dear that the transconductance of the
cross-coupled configuration is much larger than that of the differential pair.
By applying the eurrent splitring the input impedance is increased at the oost of DC gain.

The negative input impedance bas an almost negligible effect at low frequencies, because at DC the instabIe
integrators are fed back. At high frequencies the feedback paths formed by other integrators are not present
anymore, which will cause circuit instabilities. So a good compensation method is needed.

Such a compensation circuit consists of two resistors and a capacitor, explicitly embedded in the circuit

topology of the cross coupled amplifier as presented in figure 24.

V;.

Figwe 24, embedded compensation RC-network in the cross-coupled amplifier

For low frequencies the compensation network does not affect the operation of the amplifier. At high
frequencies the compensation degrades the operation of the cross coupled pair and eventually replaces it by a
resistance of 2R. As a result, the input impedance of the compensated cross coupled long-tail pair becomes
positive.
The input impedance is given by :

z. = -2 (R+f3/S) 1+jCJ>TO

mp f3-1 l-jCJ>TI

T = 2 (Rf3/S> c
o (R+f3/S>

2
TI =-C

S

S = ...!L[
kT c

1 I f8i1
I~--
c 2 m+l

(34)

Omitting the RC-compensation circuit (R - 0, C - 0), the impedance of the cross-eoupled pair given by

expression (34) becomes : Zmp = -2P/S(P-l) = -2RI!P/P-l, wbich is exactly the same as used in figure 20.
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The compensation mainly affeets the operation of the cross coupled pair. The output transistor pair will still
provide gain at high frequencies.

5.41he load circuit

The active lood circuit of the amplifier is presented in figure 25.
It consists of two lood resistors ~. These lood resistors determine the impedance level and thus control
certain parameters such as the De gaiD.

+ +

Figwe 25, the lood circuit of the fully balanced amplifier

The PMOS transistors provide the bias current through the output differential pair; the WfL dimensions
determine the common mode output voltage of the amplifier.PMOS transistors are used instead of PNP
transistors because :

• the use of vertical PNP transistors was inhibited and the lateraI PNP transistors cannot handle the
required bias current while at the same time a large p-factor is maintained;

• the PMOS transistors provided by the BIMOS-2 proces have excellent propenies such as large current
handling capabilityand high output resistance (Early voltage);

• when using PNP transistors the PNP base current will flow through the lood resistors which bas two
consequences :
• increasing the bias current will change the output voltage significantly;
• the load resistors will contribute to the common mode gain.
AD extra component (diode for example) is needed to prevent for the described base current effects,
while PMOS transistors have no gate current and thus no gate current effects oceur.

A slight disadvantage is that in the case of PMOS transistors the voltage VA in figure 25 will not he as 'hard'
as when PNP transistors are used (the Vbe voltage is more accurately determined than the VIS voltage of a
PMOS transistor).

From a simple MOS transistor model it can he shown that the effective load resistance ~r is given by the
parallel circuit of the actual lood resistance RL and the output 'Early' resistance of the PMOS lood transistors.
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This resistance depends on the channellength Lof the PMOS according to [9, p.26] :

R =_1_ = VeL
o Km /DSsaI

(35)

The effective lood resistance is calculated to he : Rt..rf ... 2 . 11.5 = 23 kC.
With this resistance the DC gain for the cross coupled amplifier can he calculated as : Ao ... Gm,CIllII Rt.,r:ff ...
872 (58.8 dB).

The common mode voltage output of the amplifier (DC level of the fIlter) is detennined by the choice of the
MOS resistor made in Section 4.4. By means of a simple calculation it is shown there that PMOS transistors
have the Iargest available voltage swing for the gate control voltage. In this calculation limits for the source

voltage of the MOS resistors are set at : 2.0 < V. < 3.1 Volt
Using figure 27 the upper limit of 3.17 Volt can easily he explained.

The PMOS lood transistors operate in the saturation region (VI'" VJ : V." > VT - VI < V. - VT.
In a worst case situation the supply voltage is minimal, that is 4.75 Volt, and the threshold voltage VT is

maximal, thus :
VJ,II1U ... Vd,rnu ... VI,IIÛn - VT,ma = 4.75 - 1.27 ... 3.48 Volt. With a VII - VT of 0.3 Volt: 3.1 Volt

The lower limit of 2.0 Volt can he understood through figure 26.

VO/lt= ~o/lrce

Figure 26. bottom part of the balanced amplifier (with current mirror)

In this figure the bottorn part of the balanced amplifier is depicted where the tail current source is replaced
by a degenerated current mirror. With a Vce > 0.4 V , ltaiJ ... 800 I!A and R.mmr ... 1 kC the minimum value
for V. is: Va,mIn ... 800'10-6 . H03 + 2' 0.4 ... 1.6 Volt.
Accounting for mismateh and other discrepancies a minimal voltage of 2.0 Volt seems reasonable.

As stated hefore P-type MOS transistors are chosen, so the common mode voltage level is chosen to he 3.4

Volt and the WfL dimensions of the lood transistors are SS/I.

The total circuit for the fully balanced amplifier in BIMOS-2 is given in figure 27.
The simulation circuit is shown in appendix 8 figure 4 page AIS.
This amplifier is simulated open-loop as weIl as closed-loop for different values of the RC-compensation
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circuit, eurrent splitring factor m, taU current, lood-impedances.
The following fmal circuit parameters are found to he optimal (that is sufficient phase margin at all
conditioru;) : R.omp = 1 kO, Ccomp - 0.5 pF.

The worst case lood present at the output of the amplifier in the balanced-integrator fJlter can he calculated to

he :R'oad = 7.5 kO, ~oad - lpF.

Figure 27, circuit of the fmal balanced amplifier

The open loop transferfunction of the balanced amplifier of figure 27 is simulated with no lood and with
worst case load. These simulations are presented in appendix 4 figures 1 and 2 page A4.
From figure 1 it is clear that the estimation made on DC gain (58 dB) is reasonabie.
With a tail eurrent of 800 ~A, the DC gain of the 'cross-coupled' amplifier is 55.8 dB (=616). The theoretical
maximum DC gain of the 'simpie' differential pair with a tail eurrent of 1.25 mA is 500. Comparing these
results the 'cross-coupled' amplifier yields a larger DC-gain with a smaller tail eurrent as in the case of the
'simpie' differential pair.
A phase margin of about 45 degrees is obtained with DO lood present as weil as with the worst case load
present
The gain at the centte frequencies of 1.4 MHz and 1.8 MHz is approximately the same as the gain at DC.
Because the phase margin is minimal (figures 1 and 2) peaking can he expected in the closed loop
transferfunction. In figure 3 page A5 of appendix 4 the closed loop transferfunction with worst case lood is
given. Indeed there is little peaking of the transfer-charaeteristic.

Taking a close look at figures 1 and 2 ODe can observe a second pole in the slope of the transfer
characteristic at approximately 1 GHz.
This pole is probably due to the time constant generated by the base-resistance and the collector-base junction
capacitance of the NPN transistor of the inner differential pair (emitter-area :19/1.5).
For BIMOS-2 this time constant is smaller than for BIMOS-l so its influence is smaller in the case of
BIMOS-2.
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Automatic on-chip tuning of integrated fllters requires RC-produets to he adjustabIe. In the fllters designed,
this is accomplished by the use of MOS transistors as controUable resistors. The effect of transistor
nonlinearities can he accurately and reliably cancelled by suitable means described in the previous sections.
The tuning scheme applied is a so-caUed direct tuning circuit That is, the components to he tuned are tuned
within the fllter itself and not, as in the case of an indirect tuning scheme, by means of tuning an identical
part of the total fllter.
The block diagram of the automatic calibration circuit can he fotwd in [10, p. 134-135] and is shown in
figure 28.

f---+----+'-e-<;lock

FiglUe 28, block diagram of the automatic calibration

As will he shown in Section 6.3, the MOS resistance of the fJlter can he controUed by means of an MDAC
(adjusting the reference current I,.r), thereby simultaneously shifting the center frequencies of both fllters.
The automatic calibration occurs only when the VHS VCR is started. After that temperature and other
environmental variations have to he dealt with by the tuning block in figure 28.

This tuning block actuaUy bas 3 goals :

• generation of the common-mode input voltage of both fllters;

• generation of closely matched tail currents for the different amplifiers;

• generation of the gate control voltage of the MOS transistors, accounting for temperature variations.
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6.2 Common-mode input voltage anti tail current

The common-mode input voltage of both ftlters is determined by the common-mode output voltage of the
amplifiers (about 3.4 Volt). The most accurate way to generate a voltage that is the same as the common
mode output voltage of the amplifier is by applying a sort of dummy circuit.
This dummy circuit is given in figure 29.

55/1

VCOM.Olr"ill

V,,,!,

IJ,.
Figure 29, generation of the common-mode input voltage of the ftlter

The circuit in figure 29 consists of one side of the balanced amplifier of figure 27. The tail current applied is
the same for both circuits and so the currents which do not flow through the PMOS load transistor have to he
split off. This is obtained by the current splitter composed of transistors Tl, TI and TI.
The situation obtained in the dummy circuit is exactly the same as in the amplifiers used in the ftlters. The
buffered drain voltage of MI cao now he used as common-mode input voltage for the ftlters.

The tail current is generated by a degenerated current mirror shown in figure 30.
The reference current for this mirror is generated by means of a bandgap voltage Vaap and bas to he mirrored
twice.
Because this current mirror is to he used for all the 12 amplifiers the total base current needed is quite large
and bas to he supplied by an extra transistor Tl.
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TaU currents for 12 amplifiers
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]800 pA
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200pA ]
f----K

MI

200pA ]

Figure 30, generation of the tail current

Any mismateh in the tail eurrents of the amplifiers will lead to a mismatch in eurrent through the PMOS load
transistors. This in turn leads to a mismatch in common mode output voltages of the amplifiers and thus the
filter curves will eventuaUy he shifted in frequency. Because the frequency-shift can he different for both
filters, the automatic calibration can not eliminate this error. The taU eurrents of all the amplifiers should
therefore he closely matehed and so they are generated in one block of 12 degenerated NPN's and biased by

the voltage Vbiu'

Another advantage of generating all tail eurrents close to the actual eurrent mirror is that in this case a
current bas to he 'transported' to the different amplifiers instead of a bias voltage, which would lead to extra
wide interconnects because of the voltage drop over the relatively high resistance of small interconnects.

6.3 Gate control voltage

One of the filter specifications stated in Section 1 is that the temperature drift should he less than 200 ppm/K
over a temperature range of: 25·C < T < 125°C. That is the filter curves should not drift more than 35 kHz
over the temperature range and for all supply voltages in the range:
4.75 < VmpJi'l < 5.5 Volt.

The tuning circuit should provide for process spread and temperature effects : the resistor value generated by
applying a gate control voltage should he as stabie as possible ooder all conditions.

(36)

The generation of the gate control voltage of the MOS resistors can he obtained by applying the circuit
depieted in figure 31.
In this figure the gate voltage is generated using a dummy PMOS resistor in a tuning loop. The resistance of
the MOS transistor is determined by the ratio of the applied drain-source voltage (V.J and drain-source
current (leis) :

R
- VDS _ VDS

MOS ---
/DS /MDAC
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+

.------j+

Figltre 31, tuning loop used to generate the gate control voltage for the MOS resistors

The reference current is provided for by the MDAC while the drain-source voltage should he accurately
generated by the tuning circuit.
The current generated by the MDAC is assumed to he temperature stabie, so any variation of the drain-source
voltage due to temperature will lead to a variation in resistor value and thus in frequency-shifting of the f1Iter
curves.
The tuning loop eliminates the process spread and temperature variations of the dummy MOS resistor and
thus of all MOS resistors to he tuned.

The nominal resistor value to he generated is determined in the previous sections to he 30 kQ.
For a nomina! reference current from the MDAC of 10 ~A the drain source voltage should he 0.3 Volt. To
obtain a situation as close as possible to the situation in the ftlter, the drain voltage should he 3.25 Volt and
the source voltage 3.55 Volt (symmetrical around 3.4 Volt).
To generate these voltages, the buffered common-mode input voltage determined by the circuit in figure 29
cao he applied to the circuit of figure 32.

Vs - v"".....;. + R~
>------.---~

l/ZV.., -----l

Figure 32, generation of a temperature stabie drain-source voltage

Resistors RI and Rz are equal. By applying a current through these resistors there will he an equal voltage
drop over them. Because node Vx is at the common mode input voltage, a proper choice of current I 1 and
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resistors RI and ~ will generate the symmetrical voltage drop of 0.3 Volt; Vs will he 3.55 Volt and VD will
he 3.25 Volt
The current II is obtained by applying a voltage difference equal to half the bandgap voltage to a resistor as

depicted in figure 32. For VlIP .. 2.5 Volt and R] .. 25 kC the eurrent II is 51J.A. The resistances RI and ~
should therefore he 3kC to obtain a voltage drop of 0.30 Volt symmetrical around the common-mode input
voltage.

Resistor R] is split up in resistors which are identical to resistors RI and ~. For RI .. ~ .. 3 kC,
R] .. 25 kC .. 7 . 3 kC + 4 kC. This is done hecause :

• the resistors should he as c10sely matehed as possible (temperature effects),

• the resistances are voltage dependent : splitting up resistor R] yields equal voltage drops over all
resistors.

The total tuning circuit is presented in appendix 8 figure 5 page Al6 and the circuits of the amplifiers used
are given in appendix 8 figures 6 to 8 page Al7 and A18.

At this point arealistic evaluation of influences of mismatch in the tuning circuit on fIlter characteristics can
he given :

• any deviation in common-mode input voltage from the common-mode output voltage of the amplifiers
will he small and the influence on fIlter characteristics is negligible,

• there is no influence of the common-mode input voltage on the generated drain-source voltage,

• the tail currents of the amplifier are c10sely matched, while on the other hand the actual value of the
tail current is, within limits, not important,

• the drain-source voltage generated is temperature stabIe and thus the only way to change the resistor
values in the fIlter is to vary the reference current provided by the MDAC.

• when the drain-source voltage generated is not exactly 0.3 Volt, the resistor values in the fIlter will not
exactly he 30 kC. This error however is stabIe and it is accounted for by the MDAC reference current
which tunes the fIlter resistors when the VHS VCR is started up.

In figure I appendix 5 page A6 the drain-source voltage generated, is given over the temperature range.
Because the drain-source current (from MDAC) is temperature stabIe, variations in this voltage can directly
he seen as variations in the generated resistor value.
In figure 2 page A6 the gate control voltage as function of the temperature is presented. It is c1ear that the
tuning loop eliminates the temperature variations of the different parameters of the PMOS transistor (control
voltage varies with temperature).
Finally in figure 3 of appendix 5 page A7, the tail current for the amplifier as a function of temperature is
given.
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Z Chip implementation

Z1 Introduction

Continuous-Time BaJanced-IlIlegrator Bandpass Filters In BIMOS-2

As mentioned before the two bandpass ftlters have been designed in a new technology caUed BIMOS-2,
while the 'original' transconductor-C ftlters were designed in BIMOS-l technology.
As will be shown in this section the BIMOS-2 teehnology has some advantages over the BIMOS-l
technology. However, these advantages are partly eliminated by some major drawbacks of the new
technology regarding integrated ftlter design.
In the BIMOS-2 proces the minimum dimension is given by 1.0 IJ.m (for CMOS) and two levels of
interconneet are allowed. The bipolar transistors have polysilicon emitters with minimal dimensions of 1.5
IJ.mJ1.5 IJ.m.
Throughout the design the use of vertical PNP transistors was inhibited : onIy lateraI PNP transistors were
available.
The specification for the maximum chip-area to be used is set in Section 1 to 1 mm2

• The transconductor-C
ftlters occupy a chip-area of about 3.4 mm2

•

The gain in chip-area is obtained by :

• the use of balanced integrators instead of gaincell-based transconductors;
• revision of the prototype of the transconduetor-C filters (Section 2);

• using a new technology : BIMOS-2.

Z2 Layout setup

The fmal ftlter circuit is presented in appendix 8 figure 9 page A19. The ftlter topology is exactly the same
as the one derived in Section 3 figure 12 page 11.
The resistors hom figure 12 have been replaced by the compensated MOS transistor resistors (Section 4).
Also the balanced amplifier of Section 5 and the tuning block described in Seetion 6 are used.
The filter capacitors are split up in a number of unit capacitors and a residual capacitor. At this way the
relatively small capacitor values are much better matched. The unit capacitor chosen equals the smallest
capacitor 'lalue needed in both ftlters. From table 1 page 12 this capacitance is given by : CuNIT - 607 fF.
FinaUy several buffers are added which are discussed in Section 8.

A suitable layout setup for both bandpass filters consisting of the balanced amplifiers, tuned MOS resistors,
unit capacitors and tuning circuitry is found in figure 33 on the next page.
The two filters are symmetricaUy spaced around the tuning block : the tuning circuitry provides for the tail
currents of the amplifiers, the common-mode input voltage of both ftlters and the gate control voltage of the
MOS resistors.
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The MOS resistors are coonected to the amplifiers indirecdy by means of the unit capacitors of the ftlters.

Common-mode
input voltage

&
Tail currents

Tuned MOS-resistors 1.4 MHz BPF ~

Unit and residual capacitors 1.4 Mhz BPF

Balanced amplifiers 1.4 MHz BPF

Tuning block
Gate 0
~

Balanced amplifiers 1.8 MHz BPF

Unit and residual capacitors 1.8 Mhz BPF

Tuned MOS-resistors 1.8 MHz BPF --
Figure 33, setup of the layout of the bandpass ftlters

ntrol voltage

The balanced amplifier is laid out in a fuIIy symmetrical way : even the compensation capacitor is split up in
two equal amounts. This in order to optimally exploit the henefits of a balanced ftlter structure.
In the tuning block the tai1 currents for the 12 balanced amplifiers are generated c10sely together to achieve
good matching hetween them (Section 6).

Furthermore the resistors in the ladder, descrihed in Section 6, to accurately realise a temperature stabie tuned
MOS resistor are a1s0 matched as good as possible.

Z3 BIMOS-2 versus BIMOS-l

The most important differences hetween the two technologies regarding integrated ftlter design are :

• all transistor and resistor dimensions are approximately three times smaller for BIMOS-2 technology,
while the capacitance per unit area is approximately the same for both technologies;

• in BIMOS-l a MOS-capacitor is available which cao he used as compensating capacitor for the MOS
resistors. Tbe size of this compensation MOS is 1/6 of the size of the MOS resistor to he tuned and
thus very small;

• in BIMOS-2 the above mentioned MOS capacitor is not available, so the MOS resistors are
compensated by means of other capacitor types : a so-called InPs-capacitor is used which occupies
much more chip-area than the MOS-capacitor;

• the MOS transistors (N- and P-type) in BIMOS-2 have excellent properties : rather high Early voltage,
capable of handling large currents while still retaining a large j}-factor (enables the use of PMOS lood
transistors instead of lateral PNP-transistors);

• the Spb-resistors used in BIMOS-2 depends about 15 times more on the voltage across them as the
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resistors in BIMOS-1 technology and tbus, as in tbe case of the resistor ladder in the tuning circuit,
this bas to be accounted for in the layout (all resistor wells have to be separately connected);

• due to a minimal grid setting of 0.5 IJ.m in BIMOS-2 tbe WIL dimensions of tbe MOS resistors have
to be chosen larger to accurately realise resistor values which differ from the unit resistor values by
means of scaling tbe MOS dimensions. Tbe grid in BIMOS-1 is set to 0.25 IJ.m;

• tbe high frequency behaviour of tbe devices in the BIMOS-2 technology is better than the behaviour of
tbe same devices in tbe BIMOS-l.

In tbe fmallayout tbe following devices are used :

•

•
•

Unit capacitors

Diffused resistors

Compensating capacitors

In-Ca-Ps oxide capacitor: tbe only voltage independent capacitor
available in BIMOS-2;

SpbPss-resistors : large resistance per unit area while at tbe same
time tbe voltage dependency is ratber low;

In-Ps oxide capacitor: small values can accurately be realised, but
tbe chi~area used is much larger as in tbe case of tbe MOS
capacitors.

In appendix 9 the fmallayout of the two bandpass filters together witb tbe tuning circuitry, buffers and ESD
protection diodes at tbe bondpads is presented. The setup of tbe layout is exactly the same as in figure 33.
Tbe chi~area oecupied by tbe two bandpass filters including tbe tuning bloek is approximately 1 mm2

, so tbe
specification given in Section 1 is met.
However tbe layout given in appendix 9 is not minimal. Suggestions to further decrease tbe chi~area are :

• smaller WIL dimensions for tbe MOS-resistors : witb WIL .. 10/5 tbe resistors which differ from tbe
unit resistors probably can be scaled accurately enough, so tbe compensating capacitor value is
decreased and tbus the occupied chi~area will be less;

• in tbe layout of appendix 9 all seperate unit capacitors have their own Ps plate. Combining tbe unit
capacitors of each filter capacitor, to have just one Ps-plate, a large amount of chip-area can be
gained;

• using a single-ended instead of a fully balanced filter strueture, tbe number of resistors and capacitors
needed, can be halved; looking at tbe layout in appendix 9 the chip-area will also be halved.

Decreasing the taH currents of the amplifiers yields no significant gain in chi~area.
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8. The fiool filter circuit antI the buffers

8.1 Introduction

In the previOlIS section the tota! fllter structure is laid out Combining all the different parts yields the total
fllter structure as depicted in figure 12. The simulation circuit of both bandpass fllters together with the
tuning circuit and MOS resistors is shown in appendix 8 figure 9 page A19.
Because the chip implemented is a test-chip, besides the outputs of both fllters, several other signals are to he
measured. Therefore some buffers are designed.

The following signals are to he measured :

• the output signals of the two fllters;

• the gate control voltage for the MOS resistors;

• the common-mode input voltage of the fllters.

In this Section the most important specifications of these buffers are derived and the circuits will he given.

Furthermore simulation results of the total fllter structure will he looked at :

• the nominal transferfunction of both fllters together with groupdelay variations;

• the effect of the value of the MOS resistor compensation capacitors on fllter curves;

• temperature drift of fllter characteristics;

• variations due to variabIe supply voltage;

• RMS noise voltage density at the output port;

• the effect of the reference current (from MDAC) on the fllter characteristics;

• statistica! analyses with respect to chi~spread.

Furthermore the fmal fllter specifications are derived from these simulation results. The specification cao

directly he compared to the specifications given in Section 1.

8.2 1he buffers

The buffers needed for the output signals of the fllters must buffer a signal of respectively 1.4 MHz and
1.8 MHz without having slew rate problems. The DC input voltage is about 3.4 Volt
The external slew rate (SR) is determined by the lood capacitance CL and is given by :

SR = IMAX

CL
(37)
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Where I MAX is the maximum eurrent available to charge the load capacitance.
The load capacitance represented by a coax cable is approximately 50 pFJrn. This value is taken as a design
specification for all the buffers required.
A sinusoidal input voltage of VI = A sin(21tf) with A - 0.5 Volt and f=3 MHz requires a minimal slew rate
of SRwn = 21tfA = 1t3'Hr VIs - 9.4 V/~s. Thus a eurrent IMAX (expression 37) of 471 ~A is required to
drive a 50 pF load.
The internal slew rate is detennined by the ratio of the tail eurrent through the NMOS differential pair and
the Miller compensation capacitor as in expression (37).
For a MOS transistor differential input pair the slew rate depends on : VIS - VT• The input transistors must
thus operate with large (VIS - VT) values and in strong inversion. This conclusion is opposite to achieving
large bandwidth and small mismateh.

A compromise is taken in the circuit presented in appendix 8 figure 10 page A20.
The maximum current available to charge (and discharge) the load capacitor is about 500 ~A (external slew
rate).
The MOS transistor differential input pair bas small WIL dimensions in order to obtain a large (VIS - VT)

value and thus a large value for the internal slew rate.
A compensation capacitor of 0.5 pF is sufficient for the buffer to he stabie, while the slew rate requirements
are met.
This buffer bas heen simulated open and closed loop, with 50 pF lood and without lood Results are shown in
appendix 6 figures 1 and 2 page A8. The phase margin obtained is about 60" and the gain bandwidth about
5 MHz.
In figure 3 of appendix 6 page A9 a sinusoidal input voltage with an amplitude of 0.5 Volt drives the buffer.
Evidently the slew rate of the buffer is large enough to handle the output signals of the filters.

The buffer needed for the common-mode input voltage of the filters do neither have any bandwidth nor slew
rate requirements (DC-voltage to he buffered). The buffer chosen is the same as the one described above to
buffer the output voltages of the fllters.

The gate control voltage generated in the tuning block must drive all MOS resistors (total 108). The total
lood capacitance can he calculated as :

C
load

= EAtvt = EoEr4tvt
Ttu Ttu

(38)

AIllt = total area = 108 . 15 . 7.5 - 12150 ~m2. Thus yielding a lood capacitance of about 20 pF.
As the implementation is a test chip, the control voltage is likely to he measured.
The load capacitance is set to 50 pF (l meter of coax cabie) and thus the buffer is designed to drive an extra
lood capacitance, hesides the MOS resistor capacitances, of about 30 pF.
Furthermore the gate control voltage bas a nominal value of about 1.3 Volt and a minimum value of 0.5 Volt
The circuit for the gate control voltage buffer is shown in appendix 8 figure 11 page A20.
Because of the low input voltages a PMOS differential input pair is used. A compensation capacitance of
2 pF is needed to obtain sufficient phase margin.
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8.3 Simulation results of the fiool filter circuit

Hote: the characteristics presented thus far and the results presented below are obtained from PSTAR
simulations as the test chip bas yet not been fabricated.

First the nominaI ftIter transferfunctions and groop delay variations have been simulated. The results are
presented in appendix 7 figure 1 (for the 1.4 MHz ftIter) and figure 2 (1.8 MHz ftIter) page AlO.
The characteristics of the 'real' balanced-integrator ftIters, are almost exactly equal to that of the ideal
balanced-integrator ftIters presented in appendix 2 figures 1 and 2 page A2.
The main difference between the two simulated characteristics is a Iarger deviation in the passband from
odB in the case of the 'reaI' balanced-integrator ftIters (about 0.1 dB). This of course is due to the phase
shifts in the MOS resistors (not ideally compensated by the compensating capacitor) and the phase shifts
generated by the balanced amplifier (finite DC-gain and the effect of the non-dominant poles).
In the ftIters this deviation is minimized by 'over-compensating' the MOS transistor resistors as stated in
Section 4.4 (Ccmlp = 40 CF nominal instead of 32 CF calculated). Thus the phase shift introduced by the
balanced amplifiers is compensated for by giving the MOS resistors an extra phase shift in the opposite
direction.
Another difference is a frequency shift of about 20 kHz to the lefl. This is due to the compensation of the
excess phase shift of the amplifiers by 'over-compensating' the MOS resistors. Furthermore the generation of
the gate control voltages is not ideaI: drain-source voltage is not exactly 0.3 Volt as can be seen from
appendix 5 figure 1 page A6 and the resistor values generated by sealing the WfL dimensions can not be
scaled accurately enough because the grid is set to 0.5 j.Lm. Deviations in the capacitor values realised,
contribute only very Iittle to the deviations.
It must however be pointed out here that this deviation will be corrected by the automatic calibration circuit
presented in Section 6, as long as both ftIter characteristics have the same frequency shift.

Because of the importance of an optimal compensation, the ftIter transferfunction bas been simulated using
compensating capacitors for the MOS resistors which have a tolerance level of 20% (actually this level can
be calcu1ated to be about 13%, so the presented simulation can be seen of as a worst case simulation).
The passbands of the transferfunctions of both ftIters are given in appendix 7 figure 3 page All.
The value for the compensating capacitor is set at :

• 32 CF : the calculated value for compensating the gate-to-channel stray capacitance (Section 4)
- nominal capacitor value minus 20%,

• 40 CF : the nominal value used in all the MOS resistors (8 CF 'over-compensated'),
• 48 CF : the nominal capacitor value plus 20%.

From figure 3 appendix 7 page All, the influence of the compensating capacitor with a tolerance level of
20% on the passband attenuation is exactly what one would expect: for a compensating value Iarger than the
nominal value the effect of phase-Iead discussed in Section 5 occurs (the ftIter curves deteriorate), while on
the other hand applying a compensating capacitor with a value too small yields phase excess and thus results
in peaking of the transferfunction of the ftIters. However as can be seen the variation in the passband
attenuation due to a variabie compensation capacitor value with a tolerance level of 20% is about 0.5 dB, a
value which still enables the ftIter curves to fit within the specifications.
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From Section 1 the specification for the temperature drift is set at 200 ppmfK (or 35 kHz) in the range:
o °C < T < 125 °C. Furtbennore the fIlters must operate properly with a supply voltage in the range hetween
4.75 Volt and 5.5 Volt
In appendix 7 figure 4 page All the transferfimetions of both fIlters are simulated for every supply voltage
and temperature in the given ranges.
As cao he seen the fIlter characteristics onIy shift very Iittle in frequency when applying the supply voltages
and temperatures in the two ranges. Zooming in the exact frequency-shift is found lo he about 2kHz. A value
widely within the specifications.

In figures 5 and 6 of appendix 7 page A12 the RMS noise voltage densities of both fIlters are given at the
output port. Because the fIlter is designed lo have a passband-attenuation of 0 dB (in the passband the
ttansferfunction equals 1) these RMS noise voltage densities at the output ports are the same as the voltage
densities that cao he measured at the input ports of both fIlters.
The RMS noise densities are simulated by room temperature (25 0q. From the simulations it foUows that the

specification of a RMS noise voltage density < 1.5 ~V/v'Hz, stated in Section I, is met (the noise densities

are approximately halved : 620 nV/v'Hz for the 1.8 MHz fIlter).

As discussed in Section 6 the fIlter curves cao he shifted in frequency by means of a reference current
generated by a MDAC; the reference current directly influences the value of the MOS resistor realised.
The effect of varying this reference current is illustrated by a simulation, presented in appendix 7 figure 7
page A13. In this simulation the fIlter charaeteristics are given for three different values of the reference

current : 6 ~A, 10 ~A (the nominaI value) and 14 ~A.

The fIlter characteristics are shifted in frequency as expeeted. On a logarithmic scale, as in figure 7, one cao
observe that the shape of the fIlter characteristics remains exactly the same woon varying the reference

current; by changing the reference current all resistors in both fIlters are scaled with the same factor.

Realistic insight inlo how a circuit will perform under varying process conditions requires a statistical
analyses. For the test chip implemented the most important level of statistical analyses is the within chip
spread : the spread lo process parameters for devices within ODe chip, that is mismatching is taken into
account
Ideally the frequency at which the ttansferfunetions of the two bandpass fIlters cross, is located at 1.6 MHz
(exactly hetween the centte frequencies of 1.4 and 1.8 MHz). IC both fIlter curves are shifted in frequency
with an equal amount (no mutual shifting) due lo an imperfect generation of the unit resistor values for
example, this error is correeted for by the automatic calibration circuit (Section 6). However due to

mismatching of the devices on the chip the fIlter curves are shifted mutuaI. This shifting is not eliminated by
the automatic calibration circuit and thus poses a stringent specification on the performance of both fIlters

under varying conditions.
A suitable measure of this mutual frequency shift is the attenuation at the frequency at which the fIlter curves
cross; when the fIlters are mutual shifted this attenuation will vary, as will the crossover frequency itself.
Thus the statistical analyses cao he evaluated in a proper way by monitoring the variation in the attenuation
at the crossover frequency and the variation of this frequency itself.
In the statistical simulation the devices in the two fIlters are assumed to he not matched at all; a worst case
simulation. For example, the c10sely matched generation of the 12 bias currents for the balanced amplifiers in
the tuning block is not taken inlo account The results are given in table 2.
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Table 2, results of the statistical analyses performed on the fmal ftIter

Attelllllltioll tJI tM crossover Cro.uove r jreqlU!ncy
jrequency (in dB) (in MHz)

Nominal value - 10.008 1.5849

Mean value - 10.097 1.5822

Spread (la) 826.9'10-3 5.04'10-2

5% Lower limit - 11.832 1.4935

Median - 10.091 1.5807

95% Upper limit -8.592 1.6631

In table 2 the result for the spread is a la-value. The 4a-value is approximately 4 times the
la-value (the lowand up values are symmetrically spaeed around the nominal value).
The above figures are not available for the transconduetance-C ftIter and thus no comparison can he made,
but the results show that in worst case the mutual frequency shift is within Iimits.
Furthermore the total spread can he split up in the following contributions of the different parameters :

Table 3, specification of the different parameter spreads on the total spread

Spread tIlIe to : YallU! in dB

p-value 0.40

Vro 0.44

off-set 0.10

Spb-resistors 0.60

The largest contribution to the total spread is presented by the spread due to Spb-resistor mismatch. As stated
earlier this mismatch is partly accounted for by generating all the tail currents c10sely together (good
matching properties) in the tuning bloeIe. So the results presented above can really he seen of as a worst case.

In the VHS VCR application the 1.8 MHz FM-carrier can he about 3 times Iarger then the 1.4 MHz carrier
(approximately 9 dB). To assure a PLL-demodulator to loek on the proper carrier the attenuation of the
1.4 MHz ftIter at the -3 dB frequency of the 1.8 MHz ftIter, that is at 1.65 MHz, should he at least 9 dB.
From the simulation presented in figure 1 appendix 7 page AIO it follows that the ftIter curve of the 1.4 MHz
ftIter can he shifted about 50 kHz to the right, while still obtaining an attenuation of 9 dB at 1.65 MHz.

In table 4 the specifications for both bandpass ftIters are given, based on the simulations described above.
Comparison with the specification presented in Section 1 leams that the balanced-integrator bandpass ftIters
designed in BlMOS-2 technology fulfill all demands posed on them.
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Tabk 4, bandpass ftlter specifications based on simulations

PQTQIIU!kr Typical Wllue Unit

Supply voltage range 4.7S < VSUPPLY < S.S V

Temperature range 25 < T < 125 ·e
Temperature and supply voltage

2.0 kHz
drift

Maximum input signal ±SOO mVp

Power consumption SO mW

Chip-area ± 1 mm2

1.4 MHz bandpass filter

1.0 MHz/lA MHz max. -38 dB

1.25 MHz/1.4 MHz -S.s dB

I.SS MHz/lA MHz -2 dB

1.6S MHz/1.4 MHz -17 dB

1.SS MHz/1.6S MHz IS dB

1.8 MHz/lA MHz max. -33 dB

Centre frequency 1.4 MHz

Group-delay variations in
1.3 IJ.s

passband

RMS noise voltage
SSO nV/JHz

density

1.S MHz bandpass filter

1.4 MHz/1.8 MHz max. -34 dB

I.SS MHz/l.8 MHz -18 dB

1.6S MHz/l.8 MHz -4 dB

1.9S MHz/l.8 MHz -3 dB

2.2 MHz/1.8 MHz max. -30 dB

Centre frequency 1.8 MHz

Group-delay variations in
0.8 IJ.s

passband

RMS noise voltage
620 nV!,/Hz

density
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9. Conclusion

ContinuOllS-Time Baul1Jcf!d-Integrator Bandpass Filters In BIMOS-2

Reviewing the prototype of existing transconductor-C fJlters designed in BIMOS-l technology and using a
new technology called BIMOS-2, two bandpass fJlters for application in a VHS VCR are implemented

Signal Flow Graph techniques are used for transforming the LC-ladder prototype circuits of the two 6fh order
elliptic bandpass fJlters to a balanced-integrator strueture.
MOS transistors operating in the triode region are used as voltage-controlled resistors, yielding a controllable
time-constant.
The use of a fully balanced structure enables the elimination of some of the MOS resistor nonlinearities,

while shunt compensation capacitors are used as a frrst-order phase compensation for the MOS transistors.
The balanced amplifiers used have a very large gain-bandwidth product in order to minimize the phase-lead
and phase-excess effects on the characteristics of both fJlters. Furthermore overcompensation of the MOS
resistors turned out to be an effective way to reduce the effects of these phase shifts; excess phase shift due
to the balanced amplifier operation is compensated for by intentionally introducing a phase lead in the MOS

transistors.
An extensive tuning circuit assures the stability of the fJlter characteristics under various conditions :
temperature and supply voltage variations are accounted for while variations due to process spread are
minimal.
In a surveyable layout the most critical components with respect to process variations (mismateh) are

matehed as closely as possible.
Comparing the different fJltering techniques, the transconductor-C fJlters suffer some major drawbacks which
are solved by applying the balanced-integrator topology. The balanced-integrator structure is inherently
insensitive to stray capacitors while the noise voltage density is approximately halved, yielding a larger

dynamic range.
At frrst the BIMOS-2 technology seemed to be the better with respect to BIMOS-l, but due to the non
availability of suitable capacitors in BIMOS-2 the gain achieved by smaller resistor and transistor dimensions

is partly lost. Therefore the fmal chip-area laid out is larger then expected. Still an enormous gain with
respect to the existing transconductor-C fJlters in BIMOS-l is achieved.

The fJlters designed are· expected to have a frequency and amplitude response which are close to the

simulated characteristics. All the specifications are met and good tolerance to process variations and small
degree of sensitivity to power supply and temperature variations and parasitic capacitances are obtained using

the balanced-integrator fJlter structure together with the tuning block presented in this report.
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Appendix 1 : prototype filter characteristics
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Appendix 2 : ideal balanced-integratorfilter characteristics

Legend: transferfunction in dB
groupdelay variation in JlS
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Appendix 3 : effect ofjinite De gain and non-dominant poles of the balanced amplifier
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Appendix 4 : balanced amplifier characteristics

Legend: transferfunction in dB
phase shift in degrees
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Appendix 5 : characteristics ofthe tuning circuit, variations with temperature
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Figure 1, generated drain-source voltage as function of temperature
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Appendix 6 : buffer simulations, slew rate effects
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Appendix 7: characteristics ofthe final balanced-integratorfilter
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Legend: Ccomp = 32 tF (calculated value)
Ccomp " 40 tF (nominal value)
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Appendix 8 : the circuits
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Figure 1, compensated MOS unit resistor of 30 kOhm
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Figure 2, compensated MOS unit resistor of 15 kOhm
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Figure 3, compensated MOS unit resistor of 60 kOhm
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Figure 7. amplifier OVTOT2 of the tuning block
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Figure JO, buffer for the output signals and the common-mode input voltage: BUFFERVIN
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Figure 11, buffer for the gate contral voltage of the MOS resistors : BUFFERVe
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